
Brisbane Covid Hash House Harriers 

Run Report 2199 

It took sooooo long to sign in and register with Aspley Dementia Leagues Club that On Heat & Dog 
gave up and went home. That’s a shame because they missed out on some startling carpet patterns. 

With dinners ordered we shuffled out to pay strict attention to Mormon Schtick’s instructions. 
About to bust a blood vessel, Need had to add some extra instructions, hee hee! The first arrow was 
simply the finest arrow I’d seen all evening. The trail circled us around the mean streets of Aspley, 
the hashers watchful for street gangs and turf wars. No dog turds were disturbed during the walk 
and I was suitably impressed by the musical drain covers that chimed as each Hashlete skipped over 
them. For a change the Harriettes were grateful for a short one. 

Back at the clubhouse Smoove Ride looked most comfortable in the airport lounge like 
surroundings. Structure F***** & Sherbeaut seemed to have enjoyed an iintelc, intulict, interlluc, a 
brainy chat. 

Our GM Boxy, looking delightful in her sequined Hash shirt and bald wig ushered us outside to enjoy 
the balmy night air and balmy cigarette smoke. The Hare Mammary Slick was duly anointed ‘Hare of 
The Week’ and scored a diatribe and 2.5pts from Fag Germ for the run. I awarded her 
1,000,000,000pts for the musical trail. Re-Viter asked if she missed arrows and the hare replied 
“Nah, there were only three,” 

With that, mid-circle, Roar Liver’s curry was served, then Rib Eye’s fish, then roasts and so on. The 
GM almost control! Young O B One (Kenobi) did well not to shiver in the cooling night air. 

Vampire enjoyed some garlic-laden ravioli, ensuring she wouldn’t get taken by um, a vampire. 

Tale kept a look out for underage civilians as Flow-er, ahem, cleaned up the songs – 

He’s stupid, He’s stupid, He’s really ffff…very dumb. 

Vamper gave Rib Eye the dummy for needing to get his photo taken three times at reception. 

O B One (Kenobi) gave Nerd the clown tie for stuffing up the run. 

Next week’s run is back at the Brighton Hotel, hare is Structure F******. 

Just as we thought it was all over Fag Jam presented Ned with his long lost hat, inscribed with ‘Ned’s 
F H’. 

On On, Jake the Pencil Squeezer 



Hare Mammary Stick shares a joke with GM Boxy

O B One (Kenobi) explains how Fig Jam drank salty whiskey

Flower and Tail expressing concern for Fig Jam 

 



Rabbi, Raw Liver and Sherbet – a rainbow trifecta

 

Rabbi’s i.d. photo (v.3) 



 

Ned’s F H 


